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ABSTRACT
ANALYTIC AND ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF 
NON-SYMMETRIC LINNIK’S PROBABILITY DENSITIES
M. Burak Erdoğan 
M.S. in Mathematics 
Supervisor: Prof. lossif V. Ostrovskii 
August 1995
We prove that the function
1
, a  6 (0 ,2 ) ,  ^ e  R,
1 +
is a characteristic function of a probability distribution if and only if 
( a , 0  e  P D  =  {{a ,e) : a  € (0,2), \d\ <  m in (f^ , x -  ^ )  (mod 27t)}. 
This distribution is absolutely continuous, its density is denoted by p^(x). 
For 0 =  0 (mod 2tt), it is symmetric and was introduced by Linnik (1953). 
Under another restrictions on 0 it was introduced by Laha (1960), Pillai 
(1990), Pakes (1992).
In the work, it is proved that p^{±x) is completely monotonic on (0, oo) 
and is unimodal on R for any (a,0)  € P D .  Monotonicity properties of 
p^(x) with respect to 9 are studied. Expansions of p^(x) both into asymp­
totic series as X —»· ±oo and into conditionally convergent series in terms 
of log |x|, \x\  ^ (^ =  0 ,1 ,2 ,...)  are obtained. The last series are abso­
lutely convergent for almost all but not for all values of (a, 0) € PD. The 
corresponding subsets of P D  are described in terms of Liouville numbers.
Keywords : Cauchy type integral. Characteristic function. Completely 
monotonicity, Liouville numbers, Plemelj-Sokhotskii formula. Unimodality
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1
, a  € (0 ,2 ) ,  ^ e  R,1 +
fonksiyonu bir olcisıhk dağılımının karakteristik fonksiyonudur, ancak ve an­
cak (o;, ö) € P D  = {(a , : a  G (0,2), \0\ <  m in ( ^ , tt- ^ )  (mod 27t)}. Bu
dağılım mutlak süreklidir ve yoğunluğu Pa{x) ile gösterilir, ö =  0 (mod 27t) 
için simetriktir ve Linnik (1953) tarafından ortaya atılmıştır. Ayrıca, Laha 
(1960), Pillai (1990) ve Pakes (1992) tarafından 6 üzerine başka sınırlamalar 
getirilerek incelenmiştir.
Bu çalışmada, her (a,0)  G P D  için, p^(±a:)’in (0, oo) üzerinde tam 
monoton ve R üzerinde unimodel olduğu ispatlanmiştır. p ^ (ı)’in O'yA göre 
monotonluk özellikleri incelenmiştir. p^(x)’in x sonsuza giderken asimtotik 
seri açılımıyla, log|a:|, |x|*", |a:|^  {k =  0 ,1 ,2 ,...)  terimleri cinsinden koşulsal 
yakınsak seriye açılımı elde edilmiştir. Bunlardan İkincisi (a, ^) G P D  nin 
hemen hemen bütün değerleri (fakat tümü değil) için mutlak yakınsaktir. 
PZ)’nin karşılık gelen altkümeleri Liouville sayıları cinsinden ifade edilir.
Anahtar Kelimeler : Cauchy tipi integral, Karakteristik fonksiyon. Tam 
monotonluk, Liouville sayıları, Plemelj-Sokhotskii formülü, Unimodellik
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 1953, Ju. V. Linnik [1] proved that the function
1
V’of(0 ~ i +  li|“
, or € (0,2), ( 1.1)
is a characteristic function of a symmetric probability density Pa{x)· Since 
then, the family of symmetric Linnik’s densities (pa(x) : ot € (0,2)} had 
several probabilistic applications (see, e.g. [2]-[7]). In 1994, S. Kotz, I. V. 
Ostrovskii and A. Haj'favi [8] carried out a detailed investigation of analytic 
and asymptotic properties of Pa(x)·
In 1992, A. G. Pakes [9] showed that, in some characterization prob­
lems of Mathematical Statistics, the probability densities with characteristic 
functions
=
play an important role. These densities can be viewed as generalizations 
of symmetric Linnik’s densities. For // =  1, \0\ =  m in(^,7r — ^ ) ,  these 
densities had appeared in the papers by R. G. Laha [10] and R. N. Pillai
[11]. Therefore, the problem of study of analytic and asymptotic properties 
of the densities with characteristic function (1.2) seems to be of interest. In 
this paper, we restrict ourselves to the study of the case t/ =  1.
We show that the function
1
a € (0,2), « € R, (1.3)
2 >7T —is a characteristic function of a probability distribution iff \6\ <  min(
(mod 27t). The distribution is absolutely continuous. We denote its den­
sity by Pa(^)· Surely, for  ^ =  0 (mod 2Tr),p^(x) coincides with symmetric 
Linnik’s density Pa(x)· For 0 ^ 0  (mod 27t), we call p^(x) non-symmetric 
Linnik’s density. Applying some ideas of [8], we study analytic and asymp­
totic properties of Pa(^) and obtain generalizations of results of [8]. As in 
the symmetric case, convergence of series expansions of p^(x) depends on the 
arithmetical nature of the parameter a, but several new phenomena appear 
connected with the non-symmetry parameter 9.
Chapter 2
Statem ent o f R esults
When considering the function <^^(0 defined by (1.3), we shall assume with­
out loss of generality that the parameter 6 satisfies the additional condition 
0 G (—7r,7r). This follows from 2ir-periodicity of respect to 6 and
its discontinuity in i for  ^=  7T.
The fact that the function (=  ¥’o (0 ) defined by (1.1) is a charac­
teristic function of a probability density was deduced by Linnik [1] from the 
following theorem.
T heorem  A (L innik) The following formula is valid.
/
OO
e'^^Pa(x) dx , i €  K ,
-OO
where the function pa{x) 6L*(R) is representable in the form
s in (^ )  r“
, w  =  ^ /
|1 +  j/“e 2 p
, X € K.
To study the function <^ (^t) for all values of  ^ 6 (—7T,7r), we generalize 
Theorem A in the following way.
T heorem  2.1 The following formula is valid.
fOO
<pi{t)=  /  e‘^ ( x ) d x , t € R ,
J  —  OO
where the function Pq(x) €L ’(R) is representable in the form
(i) for  0 <  ^ <  7T —
=
s in ( ^ - f  ^sgnx) f°°
i |1 +  2 |2
3
,x € R, ( 2. 1)
(it) for w — ^  < 0 < n ;
 ^ s in (^  +  ^sgnar)
7T
r »  = f  I ,  , '  ■ “ +  G (x ) , X e  R; (2.2)
‘'0 |1 +
where
, 1 + s g n z -  ( .IT -  0 - ^ \  ^
G(x) =  ------------Imexp ( t ----------f- txe ·» ,x  € R,
a \ <^ /
(in) for $ =  TT -
i sin(7rO f) f
^  Jo
e y a
( ro ° °  e ^ ^ y ° d y
|1 - ,x  < 0, 
,x  > 0,
(iv) for —7T < 0 < Q we have
= ? ; * ( - * ) .  X e R.
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
In virtue of Theorem 2.1, the function 9 a (0   ^characteristic function of
a probability distribution iff the corresponding function Pa(^) ’s non-negative 
for all X € R. The following theorem determines the values of 0.
T heorem  2.2 The function (Pa{t) defined by (1.3) is a characteristic func­
tion of a probability distribution iff 0 satisfies the following condition:
. ,Tra xa ,
W\ i  n H n iY ·» ·-  y ) · (2.6)
If this condition is satisfied, then the corresponding distribution is absolutely 
continuous and its density p^,{x) is given by one of the formulas (2.1)-(2.5).
The sufficiency of the condition (2.6) was proved by A. G. Pakes [9] (by 
R. G. Laha [10] and R. N. Pillai [11] in the Ccise of equality sign in (2.6)) by 
a quite different method bcised on the properties of stable distributions. Our 
proof is immediate.
The set of all pairs {q ,0) for which v^o(t) is a characteristic function of a 
probability distribution is visualized on fig.2.1 (i) (p.5) as a closed diamond- 
shaped region without the points (0,0) and (2,0). Note that the point (2,0) 
can be interpreted as the well-known Laplace distribution with the charac­
teristic function v?2(0 =  (1 + 1^ )~^  and the density p2{x) =  We shall
(ii) (iii)
Figure 2.1:
denote this set by P D  and call it the parametrical domain. Denote by PD'^ 
the part of P D  consisting of pairs {a, 9) such that  ^ > 0 (see fig.2.1 (ii), 
p.5). Without loss of generality, we can restrict our study of p^(x) to pairs 
{oi,9) € PD"  ^ since one can obtain for ( a , € PD\PD'^  from (2.5).
Recall that a function f {x )  defined on an interval /  C  R is called com­
pletely monotonic (resp. absolutely monotonic) if it is infinitely differentiable 
on I  and, moreover, (—l)*/(*^(x) >  0 (resp. /^^^(x) > 0) for any x € /  and 
any k =0,1,...
The following theorem related to analytic properties of Pa(x) wгıs proved 
in the symmetric case  ^=  0 in [8].
T heorem  2.3 (i) For any pair (a, 9) € P D ^ , the function p^(x) is com­
pletely monotonic on (0, oo) and is absolutely monotonic on (—oo,0).
(ii) For 1 < a < 2 , 0 < 9 < n  — p^{x) is a continuous function on R
and
Pa(0) := lim p®(x) =  lim p^(x) =
1 cos -
X—►0+ X—fO” a  sin
For 0 < a < l , 0 < ^ <  we have
lim p„(a:)= lim p^(x) = +oo.
x—^O^ X—►0“
For 0 < c r < l , ^ = ^ , u ’e have
lim p;(x) =  oo ; p^(x) = 0, fo r  x < 0.
X—♦0+
(Hi) For l < a < 2 , 0 < 0 < i r  — ^  and O < a < l , O < 0 < ^ ,  we have
jjm  (-1 )'' (p^(x))^*^ =  oo , Jjm_ (p®(x))'*^ =  oo , A: =  1 ,2 ,3 ,...
The first of these equalities remains be true for 0 < a < 1,  ^ =  Tral2.
Recall that an absolutely continuous distribution is called unimodal with 
mode 0 if its density is non-decreasing on (—oo,0) and is non-increasing on 
(0, oo). The following theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.3.
W
T heorem  2.4 For any pair {a, 9) EPD, the distribution with the character­
istic function (1.3) is unimodal with mode 0.
Note that, in the case 9 =  min(^,7r — ^ ) ,  this theorem was proved by 
R. G. Laha [10] in 1961.
The following theorem measures the non-symmetry of Pai^)· Surely, this 
non-symmetry increases with |^|. We shall denote by P D q the part of PD'^ 
which is obtained by removing the pairs (a, 9) with 9 =  m in (^ , tt — (see 
fig-2.1 (iii), p.5).
T heorem  2.5 (i) For any pair {ot,9) G PD"^, we have
fOO 1 0
/  p ii± x )d x  =  -  ±Jo L 'KOL
(ii) For any pair (a, 6 P D ^ , we have
,7Ta ,7Ta
Pa(a;) Sin(—  - ^ )  > p ^ ( - l ) s in ( Y - |- ^ )  , X > 0 . 
(Hi) For any pair (a, 0) 6 PD'^ such that a  6 (0,1), we have
pii^)  ^ p i( -^ )y   ^ > 0-
For any pair {<y,9) 6 PD"  ^ such that a  € (1,2),  ^ > 0, this assertion is 
false.
(iv) /4s a function o f 9 . Q < 9 <  m in (^ , |  -  ^ ) ,  Pa{x) increases and p i { —x) 
decreases for any fixed or € (0,1) and x > 0.
For any pair {a, 9) €  PD"  ^ such that a  6 (1,2),  ^ > 0, this assertion is 
false.
Figure 2.2:
On fig.2.2, there are pictured graphs of p^i^)  and p^{x)· (i) for 0 < a < 
1, 0 <  < 2^ <  m in (^ , f  -  ^ ) ,  (ii) for 1 < a  < 3/2, ^  -  f  < ,^ < 2^ <
7T — The graphs of p^ J (x) are pictured by continuous lines, the graphs of 
p^(x)  are pictured by dotted lines.
The following two theorems characterize the asymptotic behaviour of 
Pa{x) at 00. For  ^ =  0, they were proved in [8]
T h eorem  2.6 For any pair {oi,0) G P D q the following asymptotic (diver­
gent) series describes the asymptotic behaviour of p^,{x) at 00.
1 nr Ic
p i i^ )  ~  r ( l  +  s in (-—  +  ¿^sgnx) |x|
^Jt=i 2
— 1—Of/: oo(2.7)
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the following more infor­
mative theorem:
T h eorem  2.7 For any pair {oi,0) € P D q and N =  1 ,2 ,3 ,.., the following 
formula is valid:
N
r n  -i-«jbV-n''+^sinr-^
1 ^ Ttyl·
p ii^ )  =  -  E  ( l  +  ak){-l)'^ ^ s i n ( - ^  -f kOsgnx) |x | - ' - “'= -f- /?yv,.(x),(2.8) 
where
r v V i  } 4 - n/( A/^  -1- 1  ^  ^ ____  V
(2.9)I R  ^  ^ r ( l  +  (x[N +  1)) I
C orollary 1. For any pair (o,^) € P D q , the following representation is 
valid:
pi(^)  =  + o : ) s in ( ^  + ^ sg n i) |x r ’““ - | - 0 ( |x r ‘"^ “),|x | 00.
7
C orollary 2. For any pair {a, 0) € PD'*', the following equality is valid: 
(the right hand side is equal to +oo if  0 =  —).
C orollary 3. For any pairs (a ,0 \) , {a, 02) € P D q , the following equality is 
valid:
t o  i i f l  = > 0.
x-ocpfl2(x) s in (^  +  2^)
C orollary 4. For N =  1 ,2 ,3 ,.., the following formulas are valid:
(i) For q; G (0 ,1], ^
{ 0 , a: < 0,
 ^Ek=i r ( l  +  sin(7TQi^ ) | i | - * - “'=+
+RnA ^ )  , x > 0,
(^ u; For a  e  (1 ,2 ) ,  ^ =  7 T -^ ;1 v-AT
PÎİA  =
r(l+aA;)(-l)sin(7roA:) |x| * “*+
“I”^ ^^cr(x) , X 0,
e ~ ^ f a  , X > 0,
where
IP ^  İT|-l-a(N+l)
x) < -----^1 ·„/ "^1-----FI7t| sin(7ra)|
The anah^tic structure of /»„(x) depends on the arithmetic nature of the 
parameter a. Firstly we will deal with the case or =  1/n, where n is an 
integer.
Theorems 2.8-2.11 were proved for  ^ =  0 in [8].
T h eorem  2.8 For any n= 1 ,2 ,3 ,.., and 0 <  0 < -^ the following formula 
is valid:
] ^ l· irk Ic
i/n (A  =  -  E  r ( l - - ) ( - ! ) * + ’ sin (--l-^ 0 sg n x )|x |" -^Pi/ n
+ i E ( - l ) ' ”' " " ' ^ s i n ( ^  + «n>sgnx)|xp-' (2.10) 
+ ^ ^ i:^ ( lo g |x |)e (‘’(-')"“"l'"l>cos(icos(«n) -  « n ( - l ) ”)X
- ( -■ )"  t  sin(x cos{0n) + en).¿X
C orollary 1. For any 0 < 0  ^ the following representation is valid:
p\{^) =  +  ^jsgnx)|xp *
- - ( l o g  |x |)e“''®'”  ^cos(x cos^ +  d)
7T
1 Trsgnx +  2^
---- 1-------sin(x cos u +  u).
7T 2
Following theorem deals with the general C2ise of a rational a\
T heorem  2.9 Let a  6 (0,2) be a rational number. Set a  =  m in  where 
m and n are relatively prime integers both greater than 1. The following 
representation is valid for a  = m /n G (0, 2) , 0 <  0 < m in(^,7r — ^ ) ;
r ( M s i n ( . M —
+  »nisg„x)|x |--(5 .11)
1 ^  (-l)J -^  sin (^  +  fjsgn x)
-  ^  ro) Sin
+ r f  s i n ( ^  +  in < s g „ x ) |x r - .
t= l
All the series in (2.11) can be represented by entire functions. Following 
theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.9.
T heorem  2.10 Under the conditions of Theorem 2.9, the following repre­
sentation holds for  X > 0
pH ± t ) =  ¡ lj> l± ( |i |“) + i | o g j l B ± ( | x D  +  C i( |x |)
where A±{z), B±{z)^ entire functions of finite order.
Note that the term with log|x| in (2.11) vanishes identically \i 0 =  wl/n, for 
some integer I and, moreover, m is even, n is odd.
The following theorem deals with the general case of irrational a:
T heorem  2.11 If the number a  € (0,2) is not a rational number, then the 
following representation is valid for 0 <  0 <  min(^,7T — ^ ) .
S i n ( ^  +  kOsgnx)• I 1-_L|· / v 't ir ü .î i  
|x| ¿ 'S  r ( ia )
1
sin(7TÂ;a) 
( - i r ·  s m ( f  +  ^sgnx),
M ’f )
(2,12)
The limit is uniform with respect to x on any compact subset o /R .
The following theorem deals with the ’’extremely” non-symmetric case. 
In the case 0 < a  < 1, it was proved by R. N. Pillai [11].
T heorem  2.12 The following representations are valid:
(i) fo r  0 < a  < I, e =
Pii^) = 0 , a; < 0,
(a) fo r  l < o r < 2 ,  6 =  IT —
e / \ ''
pM  = —a
; X >0,
PÎİ-) = V - E , X < 0.a  r(M
The representations above can also be written in the following form  
(i) fo r  0 < a  < I, ^
p ' M  = -  ‘ (g» (-^* )) '
(it) fo r  1 < a < 2 ,  0 = IT —
e  ^ 1 — sgnx
(^.(knya 2
10
where the function Ea{z) is the well-known Mittag-Leffler’s function defined
as
S n i+ a t) ·
It is natural to cisk whether the limits of each of the two sums in the 
right hand side of (2.12) exist. We prove that it is the ca^e for almost 
all (or, 0) € P D  in the sense of the planar Lebesgue measure. To describe 
the corresponding set we need Liouville numbers. Recall that an irrational 
number / is called a Liouville number if, for any r =  2 ,3 ,4 ,..., there exists a 
pair of integers p, q >  2, such that
0 < | / -  -I < - .q' qr
We denote the set of all Liouville numbers by L. By the famous Liouville 
theorem (see, e.g. [12], p.7), all numbers in L are transcendental. Moreover 
([12], p.8), the set L has the Lebesgue measure zero.
T heorem  2.13 i f  {a, 0) € {(«, ^) € P D  : a  ^  TUQ}» Ihen the following 
representation is valid
PÍ(^) = £
(-1)*+^ sin(2|^ +  k0sgnx)
^  r (¿a ) sin(7r¿Qf)
1 ^  sin (Y  +  “ sgni) \k-l
M f )
(2.13)
where both of the series converge absolutely and uniformly on any compact 
set.
The following theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.13.
T heorem  2.14 If {a,0) G {(« ,^ ) € P D  : a  ^ L(JQ}) Ihen the following 
representation holds for x > 0
p i ( ± i )  =  f j G i H x n  +\x\ Q
where G±(z), H±{z) are entire functions of finite order.
11
Since the set Z/UQ has zero linear Lebesgue measure, the set {{a^O) G 
P D  : or ^ Z U Q } is of full planar measure in PD. Thus, (2.13) is valid 
almost everywhere in PD .  But it turns out that the set where both of the 
series in the right hand side of (2.13) diverge is non-empty and, moreover, it 
is large in some sense.
T h eorem  2.15 Both of the series in (2.13) diverge on a dense subset of P D  
of the continuum power.
This theorem is a generalization of a theorem of I.V. Ostrovskii [13] re­
lated to the case  ^=  0 (when the role of P D  is played by the interval (0,2)).
12
Chapter 3
D escription of the Param etrical Domain and 
Som e Analytic Properties o f Non-Sym m etric 
Linnik’s Probability D ensities
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Case (i): 0 <   ^ < tt — ^  ;
Firstly we will prove that pl,{x) € T’(R). It is evident from (2.1) that 
Pa{^) >  0 and we have
/  =J — oo
s in (^  — 0) , r°° e^ y^°‘dy
T 7 - 0 0 l l + e - V e ’^^P
in ( ^  +  ^) /·«> e-^ y^^^dy+ f i n i x ± ^  / “ ¿X r
IT Jo Jo |1 + e‘^ y“e' 2 p
Since the integrands in the in the right hand side are measurable and non­
negative, by Fubini’s theorem we have
s i n ( ^ - ^ )  y°‘dy/
OO
pi{x)dx  =
'OO
7T Jo |1 -b e - V e ‘'^P
, s i n ( f +  «) /·<» y“dy
() |1-b e‘®y“e‘'^P
s i n ( ^ - 0 )  /■«> y“ ^dy
7T Jo |1 -b e~‘®y“e‘’2” P
s i n ( f  + «) /■°°f . .« · ira . ^
\
)
e~^^dx
< oo.
Now we will prove that (a:)dx =  From (2.1) we derive
r  = ^ f -^ )  r  ..» ¿ x  r
J —oc ^  J —oo Jo
s in (^ - f^ )  /■»
7T Jo Jo
|1 -b e~'^y°‘e' 2 
°° t~^^y°'dy
|1 -f- e*^ t/“e*^p
13
We have proved that the integrands in the right hand side are in Z’(R^). 
Using Fubini’s theorem again, we obtain
iix  6,, s i n ( ^ - ^ )  /00 y “ d y  yo
¡  j  p„(xMx =  ------ ^------ 1  *
s i „ ( ^  / ” ____ / “ e - e - V x
7T 0^ ll +  e‘^ v“e* i P Vo' |1
s i n ( ^ - ^ )  /·«> y“dyr
IT Jo
+
|1 + e"’''y“e’^ P )(i/ +  it) 
sinj^  +  O) i ° ° ________ y°‘dy________
Jo |1 + e‘^ y“e*'^P)(y — it)
yJy 1
IT
=  i l m " ' “
TT [Vo (1 +  e* j^/“e ){y^  + t^ ),
ydy1 { too
+ —Im
7T (Vo (1 +  e~*^y“e ){y^1^),
dy ]
(1 +  +  t )^ j
ydy
- ' - i l m i r7T [Jo
(1 +  e“’^ j/“e“’^)(y^ +  t^ )
=: —[Im/l +  Im 5 — itlmC +  itlmZ)].
7T
In the complex j/-plane, we consider the region
Gr =  {y  =  (  +  irj : \y\ < R,Tj > 0} , R >  |t| 
and define the branch of multivalued function y“ as 
i/“ =  | y | V ““^ 8 v , 0 < a r g y < i r .
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
The integrands of A and C are analytic in the closure of G r  except the simple 
pole at y =  i|t|. From the residue theory we have
IJdC
y dy =  2iTzRes,|(| =
m
/a fi (1 +  e' t^/“e ' ’’^ ){y^ +  t )^ l +  e‘^ |t|“
Setting C r  = {y =   ^+  if) : |y| =  , 77 > 0) , we have
Tri - [^ ^
-  Jo ( l+ e '^ ^ - e - '^ ) { e  +  t )^
y dy
1 + e'
+
Xji (1 +  e'^y“e ’ 2 )(y^ + t )^
Jo (l + c'''i“e‘¥ ) ( i 2 + <2)·
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Letting R  —> cxD, the integral along Cr obviously tends to 0, so we have
i  di
i :
- i
(1 + +
(1 + e ‘<’i “e‘^ )(^ 2 ^ ^ 2) 1 +  e‘<’|i|“ ·
TTl
Using the notations A and B, we can rewrite this equality in the following 
form
A - B  =
TTt
1 +
whence
Im-4 +  ImJ9 =  TrRe-
1
'1 + e'^|i|“ ·
For evaluating —ImC' +  ImB, we have in the similar way:
/JdGn (1 +  e‘®y“e ’ 2 )(j/2 ^ ¿2) = 2TrfRes,|t| =
+
r
I
i :
(1 + 2 )(i2 + B)
___________^ ___________
'cr (1 +  e'^y°‘e ~ '^ )(y2 +  B)
di 7T
(1 + ^  ¿2) (1 4. e‘«|t|“)|t| ’
(3.4)
r
di
(1 +  e‘'’e e " ‘ * )(^2 4. ¿2)
» d(
+ B) - ( l +  e‘''|t|“) |ir
C7 + L> =
7T
( l+ e ‘^ |th|tr
•ImC +  ImD = - ^ I m :  ^
|t| l +  e‘«|<|“ · 
Substituting (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.1), we have
roo . 1 2/ 00 I_ ^ e - p » d x  = R e ^ - ^ ^ 4 - 2 s g n n m1 + e'^ |t|“
1
1 + e-« <>s6ni |<|a· 
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1 + e'^ |<|“
(3.5)
Case (ii): tt — ^  < 0 <  tt ;
As in the case (i), firstly we will prove that p„(x) € From (2.2) we
have
|s in (^  -  e)\ fO yoo
r \ p i { x ) \ d x  =
J — oo
f
7T /-00 Jo |1 +
+  i  |<j(3:)| dx (3.6)
J  — oo
|s in (^  +  ^)| y«· y°o e~^ ' y^°‘dy/•oo /-c
/  dx 
Jo JoIT ./  |1 +  t '^ y '^ e ' 2 |2
It is evident from (2.3) that G{x) € /-^(R). Since the integrands of first and 
third integrals in the right hand side of (3.6) are measurable and nonnegative, 
from Fubini’s theorem we have
|s in ( f^ -^ ) | y°o y^-^dy
f  \pii^)\d^ =
J - O O |1 + e“‘^ y“e* 2 prJo
■ I  \G{x)\dx
J — OO
s in (^  +  ^)| y°°
^ 7T /o |1 +  e*^j/"e*^p
Now we will prove that e'*^pl(x)dx =  From (2.2) we derive
I  e'^^pl(x)dx =
J  — OO
s i n ( f  -■ r  e'“ <ix foo e^^y^dy
7T
j G CLjO i 
J—oo 0 |1 +  e“*®y“e‘^ P
+  /  e'^^G{x)dx
J — oo
s in ( f + )^ r  ej^^dx yoo e~^^y°‘dy“T
7T Jo Jo | l + e ’^y"e ‘^ p
We have proved that the integrands in the right hand side are in L'(R^), 
thus, from Fubini’s theorem we have as in the case (i)
I  e'^^pl{x)dx = - I m i  i
J -o o  7T [Jo
7T [Jo
- - I m j /
7T (yo
+ - I m ( /
TT (yo
ydy
(1 +e- -*^“e‘^)(i/2 +
-OO ydy
' (1 + e“‘^ j/“e"*^)(y^ +  i )^
•oo dy \
• (1 + e‘^ “e“'^ )(y2  +  ¿2) j
■oo dy
(1 + e“'^ “e"’^)(j/2 +  2^)
+ r  e‘‘^ G(x)dx
J —  OO
=: -[1mA +  Im 5 -  idm C +  filmD] + ^(O· (3.7)
7T
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As in the case (i), in the complex y-plane we consider the region (3.2) and 
define the branch of the multivalued function y“ by (3.3).
The integrands of A and C are analytic in the closure of Gr except the 
simple poles at y = i|i| and at y =  where V’ =  By the residue
theory, we have
y dy
/Jd (1 + e*^ y“e ‘ 2 )(y2 + t^) =  2xzRes,|t| +  2‘KiResicti'
■ni 27re
+1 + a
Letting R —^ oo, we have, a.s in the Ccise (i),
 ^ di
i :
- i
i  d^ m 2Tri 
+  —(1 +  2 )(^  ^ +  t )^ 1 +  e‘^ |i|" or _  g2n/-
Using the notations A and B, we can rewrite this equality in the following
form
whence
A - B  =
iri 2xf e
+
2tt/'
1 +  or P — e^ ’2iip
ImA +  Im.R =  ttRc-
1 27t_ e 
H----- Re
2irp
T +  a  B
For evaluating —ImC +  \xnD we have in the similar way:
dy
(3.8)
/Jds Gr  (1  +  e*^y“ e  ‘ 2 ) ( y 2  +  ¿2) =  2TrfRes,|i| + 27riRes,e·«
7T 27t e
(1 +  e‘®|t|“)|t| a
and, letting R —> 00,
+
whence
i :
L
di
(l +  e ' ' ' e e - - ) ( e  +  t2)
o di 7T
+
2TT
(1 +  e‘" i“e‘ ^)(^2 2^) (1 +  e‘«|t|“)|t| a
C +  D =
2ir e''‘·
(1 +e«'^|t|“)|<| a  t2_e2«V-’
T 1  r >  ^  T 1 2 7 t  ,  eImC — ImZ> =  777 I m T - ^ — — ■_, - H------- Im
ii'
|t| l+e'^'ltj“ a  C _ e 2.v-· 
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(3.9)
Using (3.7), (2.3) and remembering that ip =  we obtain
9
G{t) = —f e'^4mexp{iip + ixe"^} dx 
a  Jo
g»> fOO . /-00
= —г /  expUxt + ixe" '^} d x -------r- /  expUxt — ixe~''^} dx
at Jo at Jo
(3.10)
2 —1 +  it sin V»
a  — 1 +  2it sin Ф +
Substituting (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) into (3.7), we obtain
/  = ‘piit)·
J —oc
Case (iii): 6 = -k —
The proof of belonging of p^(a:) defined by (2.4) to T’(R) is nearly same. We 
will prove that e'^^pl^{x)dx =  <^a(0· From (2.4) we have
The integrand of first integral in the right hand side is in T’(R^), thus, as in 
case (i), we have:
r  e'“ vUx)dx  =  ___ ________________________ J_“j y ______
7-00 “ a ( l —ii)  jr Jo |1 — + li)
1 1J i 7·°°_______ y _ ^_______ 1
a ( l  — it) 7T ^ \ J o  (1 — e~” “^y“)(y2-f ¿2^  j
- i iU lm i  r ________^ ________ 1
7T \Jo  (1 -  e"*'“y")(y2 + f2) j
— + - 1тЛ -  - ImB.
q (1  — гг) ж 7Г
(3.11)
Having defined the region Gr by (3.2) and the branch of y“ by (3.3), we have
y dy/  Уv.p. Ф rz-------- -^----- Г7“т----- =  27rzRes,|H +  TrzRes^i
^ JdGn (1 - e  — + "
7П тгг
l _ e - T | t | “ c i^l +  ВУ
whence, letting R —ioo ,  we obtain
4^ d(-v.p.rJo
m тгг
( l - e ) ( i ^  + C) l - e - ‘i* |i |·  a ( l + ( i )
. (3.12)
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Similarly for evaluating integral B, we obtain 
/  2^/v-P- <p -71---------:-------Tj-z---- -rr =  27rzRes,|j| +  TTiRes-i^ JdG„ (1 -  + B) ‘I'l
+
in
( l - e - ^ | t | “)(t| a ( l + t 2) ’
7T TTZ
Jo (1 -  ( - ) i e  + ‘ )^ “  (1 -  e - T | ( | . ) | i |  a ( l  +  f^)·
From (3.12), (3.13) we obtain
1 , , „ 1
—Imi4----- Im.D =  Re--------- ----------- гsgnt Im
^  7T l - e " ~ | t | “
1 it
 ^ I . I1 — e 2 |i|"
q;(1 + B) a(l + t )^
(3.14)
Substituting (3.14) into (3.11) we have
/■°° „ 1 1 1 
/  e“>^(x)<fx =  - r - -----— +  Re------- -  isgntim-------------------
./-oo a ( l —?i) 1 —e 2 |i|“ 1 —e 2 |t|“
1 it
or(l -b B) or(l -f B)
1
1 _  gi^S6n<|^|c
Case (iv): —ir <  ^ <  0;
From (1.3) it is evident that <^a(0 =  ‘Pa^(~0- (j)‘(” i) ^he following
formula is valid
J  —00
/ 00■OO
Hence
^ i { t )  =  r  2 €  R ,  - 7 T  <  ^  <  0.
J — OO
Thus, the representation is valid
^1(0= r  - ^ < e < D
J  —  OO
where p^(x) =  P a \~ ^ ) ·  °
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. In Theorem 2.1 we have proved that is a
Fourier transform of some function Pa(x) € T’ (R) for (a, 0) € (0,2) x ( - tt, tt). 
Hence is a characteristic function for the values of (a ,0)  for which
Pai^) — 0 almost everywhere. It is not a characteristic function for the 
values of (oi,6) for which /»„(a:) < 0 on a set of positive Lebesgue measure.
Therefore it suffices to determine the values of (oi,0) for which p^,{x) > 0 
almost everywhere . It is evident from (2.1), (2.2), (2.4), (2.5) that it is the 
case iff (or, )^ G PD .  Since p i(x )dx  =  ^Pa{0) =  1, the function p^ix) is 
a probability density iff {a, 6) € PD. It means that >pa{i) is a characteristic 
function iff (or, ^) € PD .  □
Proof oi Theorem 2.3. (i) It is obvious, that for any (a:| > 0, («, )^ G 
P D q and for any k — 1,2,3... the integral in the formula (2.1) is A:-times 
differentiable and we have
J7T Jo
s in (^  +  ^) I’oo e
r·*
| l + e ‘^ - ‘V P
|1 +
> 0 , X > 0, (3.15)
( , . ( , ) ) ( . ,  =  > 0 , X < 0. (3.16)
Hence, Pa{x) is completely monotonie on (0, oo) and absolutely monotonie 
on (—00,0) for (or, ^) G P D q . The proof is similar for B =  m in(^,7r — ^ ) .  
(ii) By the monotonie convergence theorem, we have from (2.1)
 ^ s i n ( f  +  ^) y^dy
hm p ,(x ) =  ------ ^ -------/
a:—>0+ 7T Jo i^+i9,,a\2|1 +  e' 2 •^'■y'·
lim pI ( x ) =
x -» 0 -
s in (^  — B) r°° y^dyf - ^ )  f
7T Jo |1 + e
Evidently, the integrals in the right hand side are divergent for 0 <  a  < 1 
and convergent for 1 <  a  < 2 and in the latter case we have
lim p i(x ) =  lim p i{x )  =
For the {a,B) located on the boundary of the PD, proof is obvious.
(iii) For 0 <   ^ < the proof is obvious by applying monotonic convergence 
theorem to (3.15), (3.16) For B =  it follows from (2.1) immediately. □
Proof oi Theorem 2.5. (i) For (a, ^) G PD q , we have from (2.1)
r  p>ix)dx -  r  dx rI  j x ^ ) d x -  ^  j^
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Since the integrand in the right hand side belongs to from Fubini’s
theorem we have
/  =
Jo
s in ( ^  + ^) f°° y°‘  ^dy
■K I jl +  y°'\^
s in (^  +  ^) r°°
■K r ~Jo 1
y“- ’ dy
+ 2C0S(^ +  % “ +  J/2a
s i n ( ^  +  ^ )  f ° °
ira
1 e
— « +  ·2 wa
r ~Jo 1
du
+ 2 cos( ^  +  9)u +
For 9 =  min(^,7T — ^ ) ,  proof is evident from (2.1) and (2.4). 
(ii) For the pairs {a, 9) 6 P D q , from (2.1) we have for i  > 0
pM Pii-=r) 1
=  V  
=  V
=  - f
o-yx 1 , - y x y°‘dy’^  y dy _  i  f  ____________
s i n ( ^  +  ^) s in ( ^  —0) IT Jo |1 +  i: Jo \l +  e~'^'^'’^ y
1 yoo e~*'^ 2i/^ “(c o s (^  -  9) -  c o s(^  +  9))dy
— x6-\-x^^ a  (2
1 too  
7T
> 0.
|1 +  e*^ ·*·’ 2 y“|^|l +  e 2 y'^
g - y i 4 y 2 o r  g j j i  g j j j  Q ¿ y
|1 +  y“ p |l  +  e-i5+i^,,o|2
For  ^ =  min(^,7T — ^ ) ,  proof is evident from (2.1) and (2.4).
(iii) The inequality p®(x) >  pl,{—x) for x > 0, {ot-,9) G PD'^, a  € (0,1) is an 
immediate corollary of (ii). Using Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.7 (see p.8), we 
conclude that Pa{x) <  Pa{~^) for  ^ being large enough if (or, ^) € PD'^, a  € 
(1,2),  ^ > 0 .
(iv) From (2.1) we hav^ e
6( \ s m { ^  +  9) f°° 
Pai^l =  ------- r -Jo 1
.-ya: y^dy
Pii^) =
n i +  2 co s{^  +  9)y°‘ +  y 
s \ n { ^ - 9 )  /■“  e^^y^dy
2a
r ~h  1 +  2 c o s(^  -  9)y°' +  y 2a
, X > 0,
, x < 0 .  (3.17)
For 0 <  9 <  m in (^ , I  -  ^ ) ,  both ^  +  9 and ^   ^ are in between 0 and
Thus as 9 increases s in (^  +  9) increases and c o s (^  +  )^ decreases, hence 
p^(x) increases for fixed x > 0. Similarly p^(x) decreases for fixed x < 0.
For a  G (1,2), p^a(x) is a continuous function of x on R by Theorem 2.3 
(ii). Moreover, for fixed a  € (1,2), p^(0) decreases as 9 increases. Hence, 
p^(x) can not increase in 0 for x > 0 being small enough. □
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Note that (3.17) yields that p^i^) remains to be decreasing in  ^ € 
(0, m i n ( ^ , |  — ^ ) )  for any fixed or € (1,3/2) and x <  0. Corollary 3 of 
Theorem 2.7 (see p.8) shows that, for a  € (1,2), Pa(x) is increasing in $ for 
fixed I  >  0 being large enough. This justifies the picture on fig.2.2 (ii) (p-7).
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C hapter 4
R epresentation  by a Cauchy Type Integral
Consider the Cauchy type integral
f M  = -  ---------------- , 0 < q; < 2.7T Jo V — z (4.1)
The function is analytic in the region C — {z  : 0 < argz < 27t}. Since 
the function u*/" is analytic on the open positive ray R·*·, it satisfies
Lipschitz condition on this ray. Therefore by the well-known properties of 
Cauchy type integrals (see, e.g. [14], p.25), fa{z) has boundary values /a (x  +  
iO) and fa,(x — ¿0) for any x > 0. Below, it will be convenient to write fa(x) 
instead of / q(x -f ¿0) for x > 0.
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 4.1 of [8], the latter 
can be obtained from ours by setting  ^ =  0.
L em m a 4.1 For any pair (q ,0) 6 PD'^, the following representation is 
valid:
(4.2)
Proof. Except a  € (1,2) ,   ^ =  r — ^ , x > 0 ;  for all (or, € PD^  we 
have |x| € C . Firstly we will make the proof for these values of
parameters a , 9 and x.
Putting sgnx|x|*/“ instead of x in (2.1) and multiplying by |x |’'^ “, we have
yO |a:|C“ dy
)1 -f e>^ '‘gnxyOrgi^j2·7T Jo
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Figure 4.1:
Changing the variable y =  (u/|a:|)*/“, we obtain
' ' ® ' ' '  ira Vo | | i |  +  e‘»«si“ v e ''r |
1  ^ 1 /‘°°
= -  Im - r  -
a  IT Jo V
1
+ |a:|e-*^®snie-‘—
a
For the exceptional values of (o;, 0) and i  >  0 we have from (2.4)
(4.3)
or
(4.4)
By the Plemelj-Sokhotski theorem ([14], p-25), the following equality holds 
/a (x  +  lO) — /a(x  — ¿0) =  X*/“. (4.5)
Evidently, for any x, y 6 R, y ^  0, fa{x  +  iy) and /a (x  — iy) are complex 
conjugate. Hence, / o ( x ) ( : =  fa{x +  ¿0)) and fa {x  — ¿0) are also, and (4.5) 
can be rewritten in the form
Im /a(x) =  e
Comparing with (4.4). w'e obtain
~l/o<
Q
which coincides with (4.2) in this case. □
In fig.4.1 (p.24), r {—6 ) . r(0) , r{0) denote the rays {r : argz =  ir — ^  — 
0} , {z  : argz — ~ . {z : argz =  ir — ^  +  0} respectively. In Lemma
24
4.1 we showed that depends on the values of the Cauchy type integral
(4.1) on the rays r [—6), r{0) for i  >  0, x < 0, respectively. When  ^ =  0, 
both r (—^ ), r{0) coincide with r(0). This is the symmetric case which W cis 
investigated in [8]. In our case, for  ^ 7  ^ 0, the rays do not coincide. It is 
evident that, for the {a,B) € P D q , the rays are situated in the open upper 
half plane and, for the pairs {a, 6) 6 PD '^ \PD q  ^ either r {—0) coincides with 
the positive ray or r{0) coincides with the negative ray. For a  =  1,  ^ =  7t/ 2 
both of them lie on the real axis.
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Chapter 5
A sym ptotic Behaviour at Infinity
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.7.
Proof of Theorem 2.7. From (4.2) we have
|xp /“p^(sgnx |x |’/“) =  -  Im /,( |x | (5 .I)
a
As it was shown in [8], the function fa{z)  can be represented in the form
^  r ( l  +  ak)
 ^ it'll
+  fc,,N(z), (5.2)
where
I r  /  \ i  Q ' T ( l  T oc(N - f - 1 ) )
7t|z |^+^| sin(^)| 
for N=1,2,3,...  Substituting (5.2) into (5.1) we obtain
kP^“ Pa(sgnx|a:|’/“) =  s i n ( ^  +  ¿^sgnx)
TV \ X \  L·
+ -Im /,.,v ( |x |e * (" -^ -‘'*6n")) 
a .
where
II f (\.,.\JU-^-esKnx)\i^ a r ( l  +  or(A^  +  1 ))
putting |x| instead of we obtain (2.8). □
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Chapter 6
A nalytic Structure of Po(x)
Proof of the theorems concerning the analytic structure of ratio­
nal values of a  are based on the following facts about the analytic structure 
of the Cauchy type integral (4.2):
T h eorem  In C =  {z : 0 < a,rgz <  27t} the following representation is valid:
= —  y ;  z ‘ r ( l  -  - )  +  z ’'A„(z) +  z”B„(z). (6.1)
nTT n
Here
yl„(.-) =  -e-^"[log--h7rz·], (6.2)
7T Z
(the branch of the logarithm is defined by the condition 0 < argz <  2n); 
Bn{z) is an entire function representable by the power series
Sn(z)  =  y ; 4 ”’z‘
k=o
where
V{—kn)/im  , k/n ^ N
. ^ 0, 1 . 2 ......
wn 1-^ (1 + j )
(6.3)
T h eorem  Assume, a  € (0.2) is represented in the form a  =  m/n , where m.  
n are relatively prime integers. The following formula is valid in C =  {z : 
0 <  arg z < 27r};
me , n
k m .
Jt=0
27
¡i[ ■*' ^  d"
— 7T ('»)
ki{m,-T-l)^^^
oo
}(»»)
e-^(*+^+J) 
sin(^(/: +  r '+ l) ) '
*+’■+1 +9
+ - » E A 7 - , - . ^ ‘·^ · (6.4)
5=1
where q is the greatest integer strictly less then ^   ^ r =  n — qm — 1 and
0 , k / n ^ N
= ]  ( - ^  , t / n = ; . ;  = 0, 1 , 2 ....
(6.5)
TTJ\
was defined by (6.3).
The first of above theorems is a combination of Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 
7.1 of [8]. The second one is a combination of Lemma 10.1 and Lemma 11.1 
of [8].
Proof oi Theorem 2.8. From (4.2), putting a  =  1/n we obtain
Ix|>?/,(sgni|x|”) =  nIm /,/.(|x|e'<-îJ-'·*“ »). (6.6)
Substituting (6.1) into (6.6) we have
1 h irk
k l> i/n (sg n x |x r )  =  -  ^ ( - l) '^ + * r ( l  - - ) s in ( — + ÖÂ:sgnx)|x|^
TT n 2n
+n |xr(-l)"+ 'cos(0n)R e{x4„(|x |e‘('-^-®*«"^))}
+ n |x P ( - l ) ”+‘ co s(H R e{5 n (k |e ’^ ’'·^·''*®"^^)}
—n|x|"(—l ) ” sin(^nsgnx)Im{/4„(|x|e'^’^ “ 2;·“ *^®"^ )^} 
- n |x |”(-l)"sin(0nsgnx)Im {5„(|x |e'(’^ -^-'’*6""^ )}
=; S  +  R a  +  R b  +  +  I b - (6-7)
Utilizing (6.2), we obtain
n ,R a =  —|x|"(—1)"'''’ cos(^n)exp(|x|”(—l)"sgnxsin(^n))
IT
·[ -  log|x|cos(|x |"cos(0n)) -  (^sgnx +  - ) ( - ! ) "  sin(|x|” cos(0n))];
n
Ia =  — (x|”(—1)” sin(0nsgnx)exp(|xj’*(—l ) ”sgnxsin(^n))
7T
·[—log |x|( —l)" sin (|x |” cos(0n)) + (^sgnx + — ) cos(|x|” cos(ön))],
T^L·
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hence
R a -\-Ia =  ---------------exp(|x|"(—l) ”sgnx sin(^n))TT
•[log ¡xj cos(|x|"( —1)" cos(^n) — ffnsgnx)] 
nlxl”i'—11"
-exp(|x |" (—l)"sgnxsin(^n))
7T
7T
■[(ffsgnx +  — )sin(|x|"cos(^n) + ^nsgnx)].
¿71
Utilizing (6.3), we obtain
1 °° k nrl·
R b  =  ~  |x|*'‘*’"(~l)^ ‘^ ""*'’r ( — ) cos(^n) cos(-— ^¿sgnx)
^ k = x , im  "
(6.8)
+ -  £  |x|"^+"(-l)U+U(n+i) H L + j )  c o s ( ^  +  ^;nsgnx);
^;=o n ( i + i )
1  OO L· I
Ib =  -  V ]  |xj'=+"(-l)^+"r(------ )sin(^nsgnx)sin(— +^/fcsgnx)
^ ^ 2n
- -  |x|"-?+"(-l)(-'+U("+i)^ ^ | + j )  sin(ffnsgnx) s in ( ^  + ejnsgnx),
^ l ‘‘( l + j )  2.i =0
hence
R b - H b =  -  £  |i |* + " (-I )‘+"+‘r (-- )sm ((* :  + n ) ( : f +  «sgni))
'  *=,,}gN "
+ i  f :  |i |-y -f-(_ i)y + -M -.+ ')n iM  si„(y + l ) ( i  + fesgnx)).
’^>=0
Putting 5 =  A: +  n in the first sum and substituting j  +  l for j  in the second 
one, we have
1 ^ C 'JTQ
R b +  Ib =  -  |x |* (-l)^ +’r ( l ----- )sin (— + ^ssgnx)
·= .+ .,iiN  " 2"
+ “ £  + Sjnsgnx). (6.9)
i=0
Putting (6.8), (6.9) into (6.7), we get
1 °° k irk
|a^l>?/n(sgna:|xr) =  -  X ; (- l)* + * r (l - - ) s in ( — +^A:sgnx)|x|*
7T . 1 __ Tt i/Ttk=o,^iN
+ + ^/«sgnx)|x|
' 3^=0
n(x|"(-l)"
exp(jx|"(—l)"sgnxsin(^n))
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•[log |z| cos(|z|"(—1 )" cos(^n) — ^nsgnz)] 
nIxI'M'—П"
- exp(|z|”(—l)"sgnxsin(^n))
X
X
•[(^sgni +  — ) sin(|z|” cos(^n) +  ^nsgnz)].
2n
Substituting |z| for |z|" we obtain (2.10). □
Proof oi Theorem 2.9. From (4.2) we have
|x r '" p l/ .( s g n x |x r /" )  =
Substituting (6.4) into (6.10) we obtain
к Г '> ^ /„ (''« п х |х Г '” ) =
1 k m . ,  ,,L ., . ,жтк ,, ,r
-  £  Г 1 -  — )(-l)^ +  +  ^^sgnz)|z|
7Г n ¿n
A:=0
+  :z ' “ 8 о  £  iiri-r-i ( - 1 )’*’·^ ' sin((i + < ) ( ^  + *gnx))|x |'+ ’
(6.10)
m
X  ( - 1 ) ^ + 9  C0s((s +  ? ) ( ^  + ^Sgnz))|x|*+»
z Ш ^  ¿n
г
kzzO
(„) sin(x^ -  (gsgnz +  ^ ) ( ^  +  ?)) I I 
sin(^(A: +  r + 1 ))
A;^ {m5—r —1
oo
+  Sin((s +  q ) { ^  +  ^Sgni))|x|"+’
^  Л 1 ^  /7Г «^Sgnx,^ n x „  _
=: El H---- log Г-7Е2 + (77 H-------------)Е з ------- E4 +  nEs,
m X 2 m m
(6.11)
say. Now we shall transform E2 , E3 , E4 , E5 by substituting j^["^ ,
The coefficients differ from zero only if ^ is an integer, hence 
is nonzero iff is an integer. Remembering the definition of r we have
ms — r — 1 m(s -f <7) ^
n n
Since m, n are relatively prime, is an integer iff ^  is. Hence
7^  0 iff 5 € {nt — When s =  nt — q, using (6.5), we obtain
( _ l ) m < - l
i(") _  i(") _  _________ , f =  l , 2, . . . .
Thus,
1 ~  ( - l ) ( ”>+n)‘ Trmf  ^  ^ ... (6.12)
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Similarly,
E3 = -  y ]   ^ ^ — cos(-;^— f-^n<sgna:))|i| ‘
<=i (m< — 1 )!
(6.13)
Substituting r =  n — qm — 1 , we obtain
00
S4 =  -  L
,(nisin((™  +«sgnx)(-±=)) t,
. . .  ¡R Ü Ü İÎ )—
This sum is taken over the values of k such that k ^ {ms — r — l } ^ i ,  and 
summand vanish if  ^ is of the form k =  nj, j  =0,1,2... Now the relation is 
n j  ^ (m s — r — l } ^ i  and it is equivalent to j  ^ {lüiltii _  l } ^ j .  But the 
numbers _  1 are integers iff s =  nt — 9 , i = 1 ,2,..., hence the relation
n j  ^ (m s — r — l } “ i is equivalent to j  ^ {mt — l } ~ i .  Using (6.5), we can 
rewrite E4
( - l ) > s in ( ( j +  1 ) ( |  + ^sgn x)),
E. = -  E
>=0 -1.1 « n (“ Ü +  1 ))
Substituting ; -h 1 for j ,  we obtain
( i - 1 )! s in ( ^ )
(6.14)
Using the same argument, we shall divide E5 into two parts. The first 
summation is taken over the values of s for which —y — is an integer, i.e. 
s =  nt — q , t =  1 ,2 ,3 .... The second summation is taken over the values 
of s for which  ^ is non-integer, i.e. the values of s for which ^  N. 
Remembering the formulas for we can rewrite E5, in the form
5^ 5 =  ------------ -- - - ■-^ s m ( - ^  -h ^ntsgnx)|x
^  7rn 1 *[mt)
+ £  i z i ^ r d -
2
m{s  +  q) TilTT
) sin((s +  g ) ( - ^  +  ^sgna:))|x|"·'·’ .
72> ¿Ttj=l TTU
Putting p = s + q in the second sum we have,
^5 =  — n ------F2/_ ./\ stn (-;p- + gntsgnx)|x|
i=l irn
+ E
p=i+i.£gN
P ( m 0
i z i ) ! ! l r ( l  -  + « p sg „ x ) |x r  (6.15)
irn n 2n
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Substituting (6.12), (6.13), (6.14), (6.15) into (6.11) we obtain
— )(-l)*·*·’ sin (^ ^ ^  +  ^A:sgnx)|i| 
n Zn
1 ^
i  E  r(i
k=i,^en
n 1 ~  ( _ l ) ( ”>+")‘ . irmt  ^ ^
+ ---- log j-T y - j — ^  sm (-—  +  in tsgnx)|x |
1 n^sgnx A  ( - l) ^ '" · ’·” !'"^ , a i ^^ ı i"<
( - 1)^-1 s in (^  +  ^ s g n x ) ,
+ -  s in (^ ^  + 9ntsgnx))\x\^K
TT ^  n(mt) 2
Substituting |x| for |x |”/"‘ and using the well-known equalities
r ( l  - z )  =
we obtain (2 .1 1 ). □
7T
r(z)sin(7Tx) ’
r(n) =  (n -  1 )! , n € N
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Chapter 7
R epresentation of Pa(^) by a Contour 
Integral
In this chapter we shall represent p^(x) by a contour integral. This repre­
sentation plays the key role in the transition from rational to irrational a ’s. 
For 6 =  0, this representation was obtained in [8].
Fix a positive S <   ^ and consider the integral
e i^o6l' l^sin( Y  + ^sgnx) dz 
'l{6) F(z) sin ^  sin ttz
(7.1)
where L{6) is the boundary of the region
G{S) =  {z  : |z| > y ,  |argz | <
The transition on the boundary is in the direction such that the region G{6) 
remains to the left.
The contour representation mentioned above is given in the following 
theorem:
T heorem  7.1 The following representation is valid for (a, 6) € (a,
6 =  jc — na/2} ,  X >  0, and for (a, 6) € : 6 =  yra/2), x <  0;
p'(i) = A«·";“.«) (7.2)
where 8 is such that q  G [i, 2 — i].
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This theorem is a generalization of Theorem 13.1 of [8], the latter can be 
obtained from ours by setting  ^ =  0.
Firstly we will prove the following two lemmas.
L em m a 7.1 For any fixed 0 < 0 <  m in (^ ,7r — , 0 < i < | , l < A / <
oo, the integral / 5(1 ; a , 6) converges absolutely and uniformly with respect to 
both a  e  [S,2 -  S] and |a:| < M.
Proof. Note that
I sin — I >  sin h (-|Im 2 |) , I sin t t z \ >  sinh(7r|Inx2|), 
a  Oi
moreover, on the rays {z : |z| > f  , arg.^ =  we have |Im2:| >  Hence 
sin ^  , sm%z are bounded on L{8) from below by a positive constant C  not 
depending on a  € [i, 2 — ¿].
Using the Stirling formula ([15],p.249) 
log F(z) -  (z -  i )  log z +  z -  ^ log 27t =  0 { \ z \-^ ), z 00 , Rez > 0, 
we obtain
log |r (z)| =  (Rez) log |z| +  0 { \ z \ ) , z -> 00.
Hence, there are positive constants e and B  such that 
|r (z ) |> 5 e 'l" l'°« l" ',z€ G '(5 ).
Noting that
sin{— + — sgnx)l <  e'2^« "
2 a
<
that for |x| < M  the integrand in (7.1) can be estimated as followswe see
s in (^  +  ^sgnx)
r ( z )  s i n  ^  s i n  TTZ
<
exp(Rez log |x| +  7r|Imz|) (7.3)
This yields the assertion of the lemma. □
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Lem m a 7.2 ® continuous function of
(i) a on [^ ,2  — /or any fixed 6 6 (0, | )  and x > 0,
(ii) a  on ( ^ , 2  — ^ ] for any fixed 9 E (0, | )  and x < 0, 
(Hi) a  on (0, 2) for 9 =  0, and any fixed x ^  0.
Proof. Comparing (2 .1) and (2.4), we see that the formula (2.1 ) is valid 
for the intervals mentioned in the statement of the lemma.
(i) Take Q < 6 <  9 and consider or 6 [^ ,2  — we have the following
bound for the integrand staying in the right hand side of the formula (2 .1 ) 
for fixed x > 0
,-yXya ,-VXy^
|1 +  e’^ y“e 2 P o~~i0 2 + y a|2
<
t~y^y°‘ , - y x
( s i n ( f +  ^))2 < (sin Sy
Therefore the integral in (2 .1 ) converges uniformly with respect to a  6 
[^  2 _  0 g (0, 7t/ 2) and fixed x > 0, hence is a continuous
function of Of.
(ii) As in the case (i), take Q < S < 9 and consider a  € [^^ -^,2 — we 
have the following bound for the integrand staying in the right hand side of 
the formula (2 .1 ) for fixed x < 0
e" " (l+ y )'‘< <
|l  +  e - ‘^ y " e^ P  (sin( ^ - ^ ) ) 2  (sin<J)2
Therefore the integral in (2.1) converges uniformly with respect to a  6 
| 2(^ ^  2 _  {qj. fixed 9 E (0, 7t/ 2) and fixed x <  0, hence is a continuous 
function of a.
(iii) This part Wcis proved in [8] and the proof is similar to the cases (i), (ii).
□
Now we can prove Theorem 7.1
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Firstly we will prove the validity of the formula 
(7.2) for rational a ’s. Since the rational numbers are dense in (0, 2), by the 
continuity of Pa{x) and of the integral /f(x;o', ^) as functions of a, theorem 
will be proved for (a .  ^ , x )’s mentioned in the statement of the theorem.
Since a  is rational, it has a unique representation a =  m /n where m and 
n are relatively prime integers. The functions sin ^ , sin ttz vanish on the
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set and correspondingly. These sets have an intersection
which is the set and they are contained in the set
Taking a positive u <  l / 2n, both functions are bounded from below on the 
set C \(J^_op{2r : \z — s/n\  <  i/} by a positive constant C.
Set X ,  =  s /n  +  ll2n^ s =1,2,... and consider the integral
gziogHsin(^ + ^sgnx)dz
ls (x-,a ,0 ,X,)  =  ^  f
2a Jl(6,)\,Xt) r(z) sin ^  sin;rz 
where L{6^Xs) is the boundary of the region
G'(<!))n{-  ^ : Rez < X ,}.
(7.4)
By the residue theory we have
Is{x;a ,0 ,Xs)  =  —  ^  (Residue at z =  ¿or)
a<fca<Xj
/t/ngN
'T
---- ^  (Residue aX z  =  k)
l<k<Xs
Jt/mgN
— (Residue at z =  mt)
^ l<mt<Xs
X .
— ( S i  -|- S 2  +  S 3 ) .
a
(7.5)
At the points z  =  k a , k = 1 ,2,..., k/n ^  N, we have the residue
Resj(,of —
a  ( - l ) ^ s i n ( ^  +  ¿^sgnx)|x 
IT r(^Qi) sin 7r/;a
ko(
hence
^ _  _Q  ( _ 1)*+1 s i n ( ^  +-A:^sgnx)|x|*‘^
^ . < L · χ ,  r {ka)sm irka
zt/ngN
(7.6)
At the points z  =  k ,  k =1,2,..., k/m  ^ N, we have the residue
i*-i
hence
^  1 (~ l)^ s in (^  +  ^sgnx)|x | 
7T r(ib )sin ^
^ 1 ^  ( - l)* + ’ sin (^  + fsg n x ) |x |*  ’
^2 -  - -  2L^  FTIXZ^Z^7T\<k<Xs
k/m(Ti
r ( k ) s \ n f
(7.7)
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To evaluate the residues at the points z = m i , t = 1 ,2,..., put
s in ( f  + fsgn i)|x |^
---------- r w -----------■
Evidently / ( z )  is analytic a,t z  =  m t , t = 1 ,2,..., and we have
(z -  m t f f { z )
Resm< =  lim2-^mt sin — sin TTZa
7T  ^ Z a  1 ( m t )
m t
7T^
or / x^mx^wEYrnt) . ,irmt „ x,
-  I" I
Hence
„   ^  ^ V- (-l)('"+"^‘ c o s ( ^  +  ^ n tsg n x )|x r
^ l<mi<X, r(mt)
+ 0ntsgnx)|x|'"‘
r(m i)
+  ;^log|a:| E
Z ) -------FITTT^ ------^ s in (-;^  + ^n<sgnx)|x| ‘. (7.8)
r 2(mi) ■■■■^ 2
Substituting (7.6), (7.7), (7.8) into (7.5), we obtain
Tf r - n f? Y )  -  (-1)''·^' s i n ( ^  +  Ar s^gnx)
r(A:a)sin(7rA:Q')
+ ^ l o g |^  Z   ^ r L t ) ' '  ^^^sgnx)|x|”’^
^ sgn x 1 ^  (_ i) ( ’”+")‘ Trmt .
“ ^ ^ ^ ■ '■ 9  ^ ^  T(rr.i\ -c o s (-— +  ^ntsgnx)|x| 
2 i<mi<;r. r(mt) 2
+ 1  ^  ( - 1 )^ +» s i n ( f +  g sg n x ),_„
a
1 < * < X
/^m^N
. r ( t ) ttA;Sin —or
(7.9)
1 / x/™x„w E'(mt) . ,7rmt . ,,
+ ;  E  ( - 1 )' ' +
Imi
l<m«9f.
On the other hand, we have
h ( x - , a . e , X , ) =  ^ { i  + /  1
2a Jc(X.)J
'*°«l^lsin(f + ^sgnx)dz  
r(z) sin — sin TTZ
(7.10)
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where
L{S,Xs) =  L{ S) { ^^{ z : Re z <X, } ,
7T .
C { X , )  =  {z :R e z  =  X ,, |argz| < - } .  
Using the bound (7.3), we have
(7.11)
e^iogkl s in ( f  - +  fsgnar)
r ( ^ )  s i n  ^  s i n  7T2
exp(.Y.(l,>g|x|+£)) (7.12)
Hence, integral along C { X s )  tends to zero as s oo. Therefore
hm I o i y O ^  Xj^ —
5—+'00
Taking the limit in (7.9) and from (2.11) we obtain
l a . .  ^
Is{x-,(y,B) = = —■ °
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Chapter 8
The Case o f Irrational a
Proof oi Theorem 2 .1 1 . We shall evaluate the integral / 5(1 ; a , 9) by means of 
the Cauchy residue theorem. Substitution of the result into (7.2) of Theorem 
7.1 yields (2.12). Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 1 , the sets 
{^}fcL-oo have the empty intersection since a  is irrational.
We construct a sequence which plays the role of in the
proof of Theorem 7.1 as follows. Since a  € (0,2), each of the intervals 
(sa , (s +  l)a )  contains none, one or two points from the In the first
case we define Qs =  {s +  |) a .  In the second and third cases we choose 
Qs € {sa, (s +  l)a )  so that the distance from Q,  to the nearest of the three 
points s a , (s +  l ) a , k E (sa , (s -f l)a ) be at least a/4.
Taking a positive »/ < q / 4, we observe that the modulus of both functions 
sin — , sin TTz are bounded from below by a positive constant C  on the set
C \ U  [{z : \z -  ka\ < u } { j { z  : \z  -  k\ < v]]
k= — oc
The vertical lines { z  : Rec =  (?«}, s = 1 ,2 ,..., are located in the interior of 
this set.
Consider the integral Isix'.a^O^Qj) defined by (7.4) with instead of 
Xs- Analogously to (7.9). (7.10), we have
( - 1 )*^-*·^  s i n ( ^  +  fc^sgnx) 
r(A:a) sin irka
1^ 1
l s {x;a ,9 ,Qs)  =
a<ka<Qs
a 0<k<Qs
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r(it) s in ^
(8.1)
i f f  f  1 e^'°«l^lsin(^ +  ^sgna:)i/z
I s (x ;a ,e ,Q , )  =  — \ +  [ ------ r , X ° 8.2)
2a [Jl{6,Q.) JC(Q,)) r (2:) sin ^  sin ttz
where L{6, Q , ) , C{Qs)  are defined by (7.11) with Q,  instead of Xs- Obviously 
the inequality (7.12) is valid with Q,  instead of X^. The integral along 
CiQa) tends to zero as s —^ oo uniformly. By Lemma 7.1, the integral along 
L{S, Q,) approaches to the integral along L{6) as s oo uniformly with 
respect to x on any compact subset of R. Taking the limits as s —> oo 
in (8.1 ), (8.2), we arrive at the assertion of Theorem 2.7 except the cases 
a  G (1 ,2 )\Q  ,0  =  7T — ^ , i > 0  and a  € (0 ,1 ) \Q , 0 =  ^ , x < 0. But 
by comparing the series expansion in (2.12) with (2.1), (2.4) for exceptional 
values of (a, û, x)  we see that the series expansion in (2 .12) is also valid for 
the exceptional cases. □
Proof oi Theorem 2.12. For irrational values of a , proof is evident from 
(2.12). For rational values of a, or G (0,1), 0 =  i  > 0 and o  G [1,2), 9 =  
7T — X <  0 assertion of Theorem 2.9 is valid and same with the assertion 
of the theorem. For the remaining values of the parameters o, 9, proof is 
obvious by (2.1) and (2.4). □
Proof of Theorem 2.13. For any integer k >  2, there exists an integer Ik 
such that
2k'
(8.3)
Since o  is not a Liouville number, there is an integer r >  2 such that for any 
pair of integers p, q >  2
la -  > i .
q' q’·
(8.4)
Using (8.4), we have
\ a - f \ > k - ' . (8.5)
From (8.3) and (8.5), we obtain
k -^  ^ <  İOÂ: -  /kl <
Using the inequality
2 ir
sinx > — X ,  0 <  X <  — , 
7T 2
(8.6)
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we obtain
I sin -Kka\ =  I sin ■K{ka — / i t ) |  > 2\ka — lk\ > 2k}
Hence the first of series in (2.12) converges absolutely and uniformly on any 
compact subset of R.
Similarly, a.s above, for any integer k >  2, there exists an integer 4  such
that
It follows that
hence
'a k'  i k
't ^ , I* '*1 ^ . 1 2
or
Since or is not a Liouville number, we have
(8.7)
(8.8)
1“  -  > V
Multiplying the inequality by /jt/or and using (8.7) and (8.8), we obtain
^ > 14 -  ^1 > ^  >
Hence, using (8.6), we obtain
I sin — I = |sin7T(- -  4)1 > 2 | -  -  /fcl > (-)^-^^»-^
a  or or a
Hence the second of series in (2.12) converges absolutely and uniformly on 
any compact subset of R. □
Proof oi Theorem 2.15. We shall construct a subset D  of PD'^ which (i) is 
dense in PD'^  ^ (ii) has the power continuum, (iii) is such that, for (a, $) € D,  
both of the series in (2.13) diverges.
Let {cr„}^, be a sequence of rapidly increasing integers defined by the 
equations
0-, =  2. (7„+, =  2^^ ", n =  1 , 2 ,...
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(8.9)
Denote by A the set of all sequences with terms Sj having values 0
or 1 only and satisfying the conditions
(i) 6j is allowed to be equal to 1 if only;
(ii) infinitely many of Sj s^ equal to 1 .
Let D =  {y ; y =  Sj2~^, € A }. Let A be the set of numbers
in (0,2) representable by finite binary fractions. Set
E  (or 6 (0, 2) : a  =  X +  y , X ^ A, y E f l ) ■
Evidently E  is dense in (0, 2) and it is of power continuum. Set
D = { {a,6) e PD : a E E, {a + —) ^ L\JQ} .
7T
It is easy to see that D  is dense in P D  and it is of power continuum.
It suffices to prove that for any (a, 6) E D  the first of series in (2.12) 
diverges.
If q; € ^  then there is an integer m such that
m oo
q; =  6 +  ^  Oj2  ^ ^  6j2 ^
j = l  J=m -h l
where 6, aj take values 0 or 1 , and € A. Denote by the
subsequence of {cr„}^j such that
Sj =  l for j  E {T/n}Zi>
Sj = 0  for J ^ M Z v
Then for any ijn > rn, we have
Vn
i=l i=m+l j= V n +i
Multiplying this inequality by 2’’", we see that there is an integer such 
that
0 <  a 2''" — Pn <  2’’"“’' " <  2“ 2’’"+>, 
for sufficiently large n.
(8.10)
Consider the terms of the first of series in (2.12) possessing the numbers 
g =  2’’". From (8.10) we obtain
I sin 7ry„a| =  I sin(7T^„a — jrp„)| < 7t2
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(8.11)
Since d +  ^  is an irrational, non-Liouville number, as in the proof of the 
previous theorem, there is an integer r > 2 such that
| s i n ( ^  +  qnO)\ =  |sin ^ ( a  +  - ) |  > (8. 12)
J  Z 7T
Hence, for sufficiently large n we have
(_l)9n+i s i n ( ^  +
>  2?""+> (8.13)
7Tr (9„Q;)sin rq„a
Since {r/„}j^j is a subsequence of the following inequality holds
^n+i >  2 "^" =
Hence from (8.13) the series diverges. □
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